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It's amazing to me how in just a month or so, this board has lost all its desperation to 'get the information 
out there' and has settled into the grim reality of dealing with the hand that has been dealt.
We've already established that none of us, and probably only some of the government, are aware of the 
real figures for the injections and the subsequent deaths from the first rounds of the cull. Injection no. 3 is 
being administered and perhaps in six months, it'll be no. 4. Bear in mind that the British government has 
ordered 760 million doses, which is enough for a course of 9 injections for every man, woman and child 
who are on the official books.

I don't think it'll take all 9, as a significant proportion of people will have already died and the 'authorities' will 
be looking for something other than the 'unvaxxed' to blame it on. This could tie in with Bill Gates' latest 
pronouncement that we need to be ready for smallpox attacks at airports, although that is somewhat US-
centric and would make more sense for a larger population over a wider area.
Britain may need another approach to corral and manage the survivors. It is under these circumstances that 
we start to find ourselves in the upside-down world of changing narratives.

^56144 On the subject of grim reality, the gauntlet is now down in Europe. Austrian lockdown has now 
progressed to “mandatory” vaccinations in February. Germany is locking down (unsurprisingly) and will see 
how it goes before trying to attack its own citizens, and it looks like Rotterdam in the Netherlands is primed 
to explode. Dock strike and uncoordinated police presence could lead to fatalities. The global chessboard is 
seeing some moves.

^56145 Britain is in wait-and-see mode. I'm trying to get something from behind the scenes about the state 
of the Exchequer. Parliament knows that the country is teetering on the edge of a fatal default. The country 
has been bankrupt for years, and the extra trillion invented to deal with “the Covid” has started the  time-
bomb ticking. We don't have many, if any (!) years anymore, and it's in the interests of Whitehall that the 
UK is not the first domino to fall. Germany and it's closest natural ally Austria would be the obvious choice 
and I guess if they can collapse the Netherlands as well, then there'd be no backstop from the Dutch banks. 
Nobody else matters. UK is a bit like a weakling at the edge of a gang fight, skittering around in the 
shadows looking to rob the wallet and phone of a fallen fighter. Not our proudest moment.

^56147 OK, pretty brutal. They're keeping it to the civil police forces at the moment. I thought Netherlands 
dock strike might see the army brought in “to help out” at which point the lines start to get blurred between 
making up worker numbers and enforcing security mandates with checkpoints. See where I'm going? I truly 
hope the UK is not as spineless as you make us appear. I wonder whether “our mob” is more fearsome 
than theirs on the continent. We've had years of football hooliganism to learn how to trash the cops. And 
let's face it, our Gay Pride Police Force is not really something to be afraid of.
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US3R118774 19-NOV-21_04:31:54 No.56150 ^56144 The grim reality is that we are at war. Western populations are at war with their governments. 
What's more profound to me is that all the morons who took the clotshots are basically the first casualties. 
We have to think of them as dead already, and start to plan around them. The NHS is supposed to have 
about a million worker drones who are going to be busy over the winter scooping the dead out of 
ambulances and euthanazing old people with Midazolam. It'll be a big operation for the government to get 
rid of the bodies, hide the numbers and falsify the causes of death. The high priests of the NHS will happily 
comply. The die-off will take a good couple of years if they're not going to overwhelm the resources.
This gives us a window of opportunity to organise. Get the details of the main players. Map the pressure 
points and when the mandates come, produce events that the media cannot ignore. The idiots who watch 
television are not important obviously. It's for the resistance movements in other countries that can access 
MSM.
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